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§ 1016.3

CONTROL OF INFORMATION

1016.31 Access to Restricted Data.
1016.32 Classification and preparation of documents.
1016.33 External transmission of documents and material.
1016.34 Accountability for Secret Restricted Data.
1016.35 Authority to reproduce Restricted Data.
1016.36 Changes in classification.
1016.37 Destruction of documents or material containing Restricted Data.
1016.38 Suspension or revocation of access authorization.
1016.39 Termination, suspension, or revocation of security facility approval.
1016.40 Termination of employment or change of duties.
1016.41 Continued applicability of the regulations in this part.
1016.42 Reports.
1016.43 Inspections.
1016.44 Violations.


SOURCE: 48 FR 36432, Aug. 10, 1983, unless otherwise noted.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

§ 1016.1 Purpose.

The regulations in this part establish requirements for the safeguarding of Secret and Confidential Restricted Data received or developed under an access permit. This part does not apply to Top Secret information since no such information may be forwarded to an access permittee within the scope of this regulation.

§ 1016.2 Scope.

The regulations in this part apply to all persons who may require access to Restricted Data used, processed, stored, reproduced, transmitted, or handled in connection with an access permit.

§ 1016.3 Definitions.

(a) Access authorization or security clearance. An administrative determination by the DOE that an individual who is either a DOE employee, applicant for employment, consultant, assignee, other Federal department or agency employee (and other persons who may be designated by the Secretary of Energy), or a DOE contractor or subcontractor employee and an access permittee is eligible for access to